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 Digital audio is required to transmit large sizes of audio information through 

the most common communication systems; in turn this leads to more 

challenges in both storage and archiving. In this paper, an efficient audio 

compressive scheme is proposed, it depends on combined transform coding 

scheme; it is consist of i) bi-orthogonal (tab 9/7) wavelet transform to 

decompose the audio signal into low & multi high sub-bands, ii) then the 

produced sub-bands passed through DCT to de-correlate the signal, iii) the 

product of the combined transform stage is passed through progressive 

hierarchical quantization, then traditional run-length encoding (RLE), iv) and 

finally LZW coding to generate the output mate bit stream. The measures 

Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and compression ratio (CR) were used to 

conduct a comparative analysis for the performance of the whole system. 

Many audio test samples were utilized to test the performance behavior; the 

used samples have various sizes and vary in features. The simulation results 

appear the efficiency of these combined transforms when using LZW within 

the domain of data compression. The compression results are encouraging 

and show a remarkable reduction in audio file size with good fidelity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Compression is a key mechanism applied in signal processing and has large significance because 

huge amounts of data are commonly transferred over a communication channel of a network [1]. Various 

types of information namely audio, video, images, and text is necessary to use the data compression [2]. 

Speech compression is a procedure that purposes to change the human speech in a coded frame so that it can 

be reestablished as the original signal to decrease the redundancy between neighboring samples and between 

the adjoining frames [3]. The idea of audio compression is to take up lower capacity space to lower transfer 

speed for transmission by implementing encodes audio data so that various compression methods have been 

prepared to apply this objective [4, 5]. It is possible to classify audio compression into two groups such as 

every other digital data compression; these groups are lossless compression and lossy compression [6]. The 

audio compression technique can be arranged into three functional groups; i) direct forms, ii) parameter 

extraction forms, and iii) transformation forms [7, 8]. The direct forms when the samples of the signal are 

directly handled to supply compression, parameter extraction forms when a preprocessor is employed to 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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extract some features that are later utilized to reconstruct the signal. While transformation forms, like discrete 

Fourier transform (DFT), discrete cosine transform (DCT), and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [9] DCT 

and DWT process is utilized in the field of the audio signal. DCT is commonly used for signal compression 

especially when it has high correlation and can easily rebuild the signal with low fidelity error. DWT is 

appropriate for signal compression because of its localization characteristic over time-frequency space [10, 11]. 

Many methods have been suggested for the digital compression of audio signals utilizing DCT and 

wavelet transform. In [12] Kaur had studied the use of DCT and DWT to compress speech signal, he applied 

DCT on the signal, and then the encoded data is decoded by DWT. In general, digitized data can be 

represented by a lower number of bits when removing the existing. Also, Kaur indicated that wavelet filters 

can lead to good fidelity results when reconstructing the compressed speech signal. High-efficiency 

compression results performed in PSNR and MSE of the signal when using different filters with the hybrid 

model. For speech signal compression, this method can be very effectively applied. Drweesh and George [13] 

used the bi-orthogonal tab 9/7 wavelet filter to perform an effective audio coding scheme. The suggested 

coding scheme composed of five stages, these stages are the audio normalization, followed by transform 

coding using wavelet (tap 9/7), the wavelet coefficients are quantized using the progressive hierarchal 

scheme, a modified run-length encoding was applied to reduce long runs of the zeros numbers, and finally 

encoding using high order shift coding is applied. The last step of the decompression process is post-

processing, this process is used to decrease the quantization of noise outcomes that happens when low 

energetic segments of the audio signal and can improve it. The achieved outcomes showed that the 

compression performance of the system is promising. The increase of several passes of wavelets made the 

CR is increased. The quality and the fidelity of the rebuild audio data considered improved if PSNR is lower 

than 38 Db when using the post-processing step. In [14] Kaur and Mehra performed compression of the audio 

signal by transform technology. Various transforms such as DWT and DCT are used. The test results showed 

that DCT is better in CR and SNR and PSNR is more than DWT, while DWT is more in MSE. For audio 

compression, the DWT is better than DCT. Viga and Chauhan [15] proposed a hybrid wavelet for speech 

compression. The percentage of energy to be kept are changing to implement different levels of compression, 

this is used as a threshold. The PSNR and MSE have been noticed their values by changing this threshold 

value from 99% to 99.9%. The results illustrated the hybrid wavelet performed better and notable 

development in PSNR for similar bit rates.  

The main problem is the need for transferring information over the internet which required an 

additional storage device to handle growth in information and this will lead to an additional cost for 

equipment. Therefore, the project target is to improve the audio compression system based on transform 

coding and LZW. A combined transform coding scheme was suggested, the adopted system utilize both 

DWT and DCT to decompose audio signal. The output of the combined transform is a move to progressive 

hierarchical quantization followed by RLE to decrease the long runs for zero values, and finally, the LZW 

coding algorithm is performed. LZW is used because it, i) reduce the size of files having more repetitive data; 

ii) fast and easy entropy encoder to implement and iii) a lossless compression, all the contents of the file are 

remained during or after compression. So that the main contribution of this work has improved the 

compression for the audio signal by using the combined transforms, progressive hierarchical quantization, 

and run-length with LZW coding.  

 

 
 

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

Since the use of proper high entropy encoding is a vital step with any lossy compression scheme 

(i.e.; as shown in previous literature), so this work is dedicated to high entropy encoding combined with the 

combined transform coding scheme to compress the audio signal. The audio compression schemes have been 

applied with four connected stages; these stages are; i) Preprocessing, ii) Transform coding, iii) Quantizer, 

and iv) Entropy encoder. Firstly, preprocessing is applied to preamble the audio data. Secondly, a suitable 

transform (DWT and DCT) is implemented. Thirdly, the outcomes are passed through progressive 

hierarchical quantization operation to remove the existing psycho-visual redundancy, noting that the 

quantization is one time after applying both transforms. Finally, quantization values are coded using the 

LZW coding method. The structure of the system model is in Figure 1, the stages of the system are explained 

with details in the next sections. 

 

2.1.  Preprocessing stage 

This preprocessing stage is necessary for the organization of the audio data and makes later stages of 

the system run effectively. 
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2.1.1. Load audio data 
The header data is read to get the basic file and signal specification information (i.e., number of 

samples, number of channels, sampling rate, and sampling resolution). Also, the audio file (with WAVE) 

format is loaded as an array of unsigned bytes when the sample resolution is (8 bit/sample), and as an array 

of signed integers if the sample resolution is (16 bit/sample).  

 

2.1.2. Normalization 
Normalization is a process to uniform audio data range whether they are 8 or 16-bit sample 

resolution, for [-1, 1]. The normalization operation performed by one of the [13]: 

 

𝑊𝑛 = {

𝑊(𝑖) − 127.5

127.5
     𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 8 𝑏𝑖𝑡  

𝑊(𝑖)

32768
                 𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 16 𝑏𝑖𝑡

 (1) 

 

where W (i) is the ith loaded audio data value. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The structure of the developed system model (encoding unit and decoding unit)  

 

 

2.2.  Transformation coding stage 
The transformation coding is the transformation of data to a more expressive shape for audio data. 

The audio signal is transformed in this stage from the time domain to the frequency domain; the bi-

orthogonal (tap 9/7) wavelet transform and discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used to achieve this process. 

 

2.2.1. Bi-orthogonal (tap 9/7) wavelet transform 
It is a portion of the group of symmetric bi-orthogonal wavelet cohen_daubechies_feauveau (CDF). 

It holds more complexity than the other methods and a more accurate wavelet method. It includes for low 

pass filter nine coefficients while for high pass filter seven coefficients [16]. This transform is determined by 

performing lifting steps then the scaling steps, the lifting scheme is accomplished by using a sequence of 

phases, it can be declared in three phases: Split phase, predict phase, and update phase [17]. The bi-

orthogonal transform is successively decomposed the original signal into low (approximation) frequency and 

high-frequency components. For high-frequency coefficients, no analysis is performed any further. The 

approximation signal is then classified into new approximation and detailed signals [18]. The bi-orthogonal 

(9/7) wavelet decomposition is performed using [19, 20]: 

Equations (2)-(5) for "lifting" phase: 

 

𝑌2𝑛+1 = 𝑋2𝑛+1 + 𝑎(𝑋2𝑛 + 𝑋2𝑛+2)  (2) 

 

𝑌2𝑛 = 𝑋2𝑛 + 𝑏(𝑌2𝑛−1 + 𝑌2𝑛+1) (3) 

 

𝑌2𝑛+1 = 𝑌2𝑛+1 + 𝑐(𝑌2𝑛 + 𝑌2𝑛+2) (4) 

 

𝑌2𝑛 = 𝑌2𝑛+1 + 𝑑(𝑌2𝑛−1 + 𝑌2𝑛+1) (5) 
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Equations (6), (7) for "scaling" phase: 

 

𝑌2𝑛 = (
1

𝑘
) 𝑌2𝑛 (6) 

 

𝑌2𝑛+1 = −𝑘𝑌2𝑛+1   (7) 

 

The coefficient {a, b, c, d, and k} values are showed in Table 1: 

 

 

Table 1. Tap 9/7 coefficients 
Coefficient  Value 

A - 1.586134342 
b - 0.05298011854 

c 0.8829110762 

d 0.4435068522 
k 1.230174105 

 

 

2.2.2. Discrete cosine transform (DCT) 

Discrete cosine transform, first submitted by [18] in 1974, has become very significant in recent 

years. DCT has many performed because of its optimal accomplishment, it applied in the signal, image 

analysis, and applied especially in speech compression because of its optimal achievement. DCT transforms 

an input signal from the time domain to the frequency domain and its one-dimensional form is good for the 

examination of one-dimensional signals like speech signals [21, 22]. DCT is composed of (DC) and (AC) 

coefficients, where the first coefficient C (0) is named the DC coefficient and carries average signal value 

and the rest coefficients are indicated as the AC coefficients [23]. 

 

𝐶(𝑢) = 𝛼(𝑢) ∑ 𝑠(𝑖)cos (
𝑢𝜋(2𝑖 + 1)

2𝑁

𝑁

𝑖=0

) (8) 

 

𝛼(𝑢) = {
√1/𝑁    if u = 0 

    √2/𝑁   if u ≠ 0   
 (9) 

 

where u=0.., N-1 and C (u) is the uth coefficient of the DCT, and s () represents a set of N audio input data 

values.  

 

2.3.  Quantization 

Quantization is the operation of representing a big set of values with a much smaller set. An easy 

quantization scheme would be to represent all products of the source with the integer value nearest to it [24]. 

Quantization maps a group of continuous-valued data to a group of discrete-valued data. The main goal of 

this process is to decrease the data located in threshold coefficients. The result of this process produces sure 

that it makes the smallest amount of errors [25]. 

 

2.4.  Entropy encoder 

It is a shape of the lossless compression and it is relying on the information-theoretic mechanism. 

Some entropy encoding techniques are Huffman coding, Arithmetic coding, LZW, and RLE [26]. The 

Entropy encoder techniques used in this article are run-length encoding and LZW. 

 

2.4.1. Run-length 
Run-length encoding is the easy format of redundancy elimination. It eliminates redundancy 

according to the reality that a string has repeated sequences or "runs" of a similar symbol. Two structures are 

used to encode the runs of the same symbol: a count indicating the number of iterated symbols and the 

symbol itself [27]. 

 

2.4.2. LZW 
LZW compression techniques is a table (i.e., dictionary) coding of strings of characters using single 

codes, it shows outperformance especially when the long strings show a high probability of occurrence. LZW 
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only inserts each new string to the dictionary encodes it using the index, without the need to make costly 

analysis for input text. The use of a single index is an output rather than the strings of characters then 

compression is achieved [28, 29]. This technique begins by initializing the dictionary to all the symbols in the 

alphabet. In common 8-bit symbols, the dictionary takes the first 256 entries (entries 0 through 255) before 

any data is input. Always the next input character will be found in the dictionary because the dictionary is 

initialized [23]. If "X" and "Y" are two strings that are found in the dictionary, the sequence of character  

"XY" is changed into the index of "X" then by the index of "Y". "X" greedy string matching algorithm is 

utilized for scanning the input, when the first character of "Y" is "z", then "Xz" cannot be a component of the 

dictionary. The main feature of the algorithm is due to the reality that "X" "z" is automatically inserted into 

the dictionary if "X" is matched but "X" "z" is not matched [30]. LZW compression is a good mechanism for 

decreasing the size of files containing more repetitive data. Always the decompression algorithm comes after 

the compression algorithm. In the decompression code, it doesn't require to convey the string table. Using the 

input stream as data, the table can be created again as it was during compression, this makes LZW is an 

efficient algorithm [31].  

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

The audio compression system is composed of two units: The first one is named "Encoding unit", 

and the second is named "Decoding unit". These two units have many stages, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

3.1.  Encoding unit 
Many stages find in this unit which is altogether responsible for reducing the data size of the 

required audio and produce a compressed stream of data that represents the audio. The performed stages for 

the encoding unit are given: 

 The wave file is converted to an array of values that demonstrate the audio signal. The one-dimensional 

array is using as the data structure. Just data of the wave audio samples are loaded. 

 The loaded audio data file is normalized to make sure that the system is not changed with the audio 

loudness levels variation. The normalization operation is performed by (1). 

 The bi-orthogonal tap 9/7 wavelet transform is implemented on normalized data using as (2), (3), (4), (5), 

(6), (7), and then this transform decomposes data into two subbands (low and high). Each subband 

contains a specific kind of audio information. The transform operation may be repeated depending on the 

number of wavelet transform passes parameter (i.e.; Npasses); where its value is predefined by the user. 

 Establishing a set of pointers indicating the start (st) and end (ed) of each subband of the wavelet 

coefficients. 

 Calculating the standard deviation (std) for each wavelet coefficient (i.e.; H1, H2…HNpass, L). 

 

𝐴𝑣𝑟 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑊𝑎𝑣(𝑖) 

𝑖=𝑒𝑛

𝑖=𝑠𝑡

 (10) 

 

𝑠𝑡𝑑 = √
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑊𝑎𝑣(𝑖) − 𝐴𝑣𝑟)2

𝑖=𝑒𝑛

𝑖=𝑠𝑡

 (11) 

 

where st and ed is a start and endpoint for each subband of the wavelet coefficients. N is the total number of 

samples for each subband of the wavelet coefficients. 

 The wavelet coefficients of each subband partition into blocks. Then each block is operated separately 

until reaching the last block. The no. of blocks (Nb) depends on the length of each subband of the wavelet 

coefficients and the size of blocks according to (12): 

 

𝑁𝑏 =
length of each subband of the wavelet coefficients

 block size 
  (12) 

 

 The data of each block (i.e.; each subband of the wavelet coefficients) is decomposed separately using the 

DCT transform. The (8, 9) are applying to get a set of wavelet-DCT coefficients. 

 The outcomes of wavelet-DCT coefficients are real-valued, and to increase the compression, they must be 

quantized before compression. Progressive hierarchical quantization is utilized to quantize the 

transformed wavelet-DCT coefficients of each produced block by using this [13]: 
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a. For DC coefficient: 

 

𝐶𝑞(0) = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (
𝐶(0)

𝑄0

) (13a) 

 

where C (0) is the DC-coefficient, Cq(0) is the quantized DC coefficient, Q0 for the DC coefficient.  

b. For AC Coefficient: 
 

𝐶𝑞(𝑢) = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (
𝐶(𝑢)

𝑄1(1 + 𝛼(𝑢 − 1))
) (13b) 

 

where, Q1 for AC coefficient of each block, u (coefficient index) =1, 2 …Nb; 𝛼 is the progressive rate 

parameter. 

The wavelet-DCT coefficient (H1) takes the initial values of the quantization step (Q0 and Q1) which 

are predefined by the user. The quantization step values (Q0 and Q1) are not static and increase consistently 

with each sub-band coefficient. These values are calculated according to the following equation to the other 

wavelet-DCT coefficients (i.e., H2….HNpass, L). 

 

𝑄0_𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑄0𝑜𝑙𝑑 (
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑤

𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑑

) × 𝑡ℎ𝑟 (14a) 

 

𝑄1_𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑄1𝑜𝑙𝑑 (
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑤

𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑑

) × 𝑡ℎ𝑟  (14b) 

 

where,  Q0old and Q1old are the previous quantization steps for the previous wavelet-DCT coefficients. 

Q1new and Q1new are the new quantization steps for the current wavelet-DCT coefficients. 

stdold is the previous standard deviation for the previous wavelet-DCT coefficients. 

stdnew is the new standard deviation for the current wavelet-DCT coefficients. 

thr is a predefined threshold value.  

 The outcomes of the quantization must be rounded to the close integer. Long runs of zero symbols are 

coded to generate sequences of small integer numbers. The solution to this problem is to apply RLE that 

replaces the long runs of zeros symbols with run-length count and non-zero symbols, it decreases the 

physical size of repeated consecutive values of quantized DCT coefficients. Two records are created; the 

first record contains the first item in a sequence followed by the run length for zero and non-zero values, 

this called runs record. The second record contains the non-zero values called values record. Figure 2 

illustrates the run-length encoding. Example data: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Example of run-length encoding 

 

 

 This step maps the sequence elements in the record of the value (non-zero values) to be positive numbers 

to make the coding process of the next step simpler. The mapping step is to make each positive value is 

appeared as an even number, while each negative element value appears as a positive odd number. This 

conversion can be applied using the simple mapping [32]: 
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mout(i) = {
2V(i)                        if V(i) ≥ 0

−2V(i) + 1             if V(i) < 0
  (14b) 

 

 The run and mapping values records are merged to one record to increase the compression ratio because 

LZW generally performs best on files that hold high redundancy of symbols. Apply the LZW 

compression algorithm to encode the final record. 

 
3.2.  Decoding unit  

In this unit similar, but inverted sequences, of processes, are built. It is applied to the compressed 

audio data to get the reconstructed version of the digital audio signal. The decoding unit is built by reversing 

the steps made to compress audio data. The decoding unit stages are: i) LZW decoding, ii) mapping to 

negative, iii) inverse run-length encoding, iv) de-quantization, v) inverse DCT, vi) inverse bi-orthogonal 

wavelet, vii) mapping data according to sample resolution, where in 8-bit mapping to the byte range [0, 255], 

and in 16-bit mapping to the integer range [-32768, 32767].  

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The effectiveness of audio compression was evaluated using six different tested audio files to assess 

the performance of the proposed audio compression scheme. In this set of tests, the metrics used for 

determining the effectiveness of the compression process are the compression ratio (CR) and peak signal to 

noise ratio (PSNR). Figure 3 presents the waveform patterns of the audio test samples. Table 2 shows the 

characteristics of the used six audio files. All these samples are wave file format (wav) with the mono 

channel and PCM data format.  
 

 

(a) 
 

 

(b) 
 

 

(c) 
 

 

(d) 
 

 

(e) 
 

 

(f) 

 
 

Figure 3. The waveform of the tested wave files, (a) test (1) audio signal, (b) test (2) audio,  

(c) test (3) audio signal, (d) test (4) audio signal, and (e) test (6) audio signal 

 

 

Table 2. The characteristics of the audio test samples 
Attributes Audio samples 

Test (1) Test (2) Test (3) Test (4) Test (5) Test (6) 

Sampling Rate (kHz) 44100 44100 44100 44100 44100 44100 
Sample Resolution (bps) 8 8 8 16 16 16 

Size (KB) 216 Kb 270 Kb 289 Kb 130 Kb 948 Kb 299 Kb 

Audio Type Dialog (Female) Dialog (Male) Laugh with Echo Piano Quran Animal 
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The effects of control system parameters have been tested, they are; i) the number of wavelets 

passes (Npass), ii) quantization steps Q0 and Q1, iii) alpha multiplication parameter (𝛼), iv) sampling rate,  

v) sampling resolution, and vi) block size (BS), the vii) threshold value (Thr). The range values of the tested 

control parameters are illustrated in Table 3. High compression gain is the main concern in audio 

compression, while the main goal of this work is attaining good compression performance with a high-

fidelity level. Table 4 shows the set of default values for control parameters; they were adopted to test the 

effectiveness of each system parameter.  

 

 

Table 3. The range values of the control parameters 
Parameter Range 

Npass [2,7] 

Q0 [0.01, 0.05] 

Q1 [0.06, 0.15] 

𝛼 [0.01,0.05] 

Sampling Rate {11025, 22500, 44100} 
Sampling Resolution {8,16} 

BS [20, 200] 

Thr [0.5,1.5] 

 

 

Table 4. The default values for the control parameters with the best PSNR and CR 
 Audio Samples PSNR CR Npass Q0 Q1 𝛼 BS Thr 

Audio samples with sample resolution= 8 

bps and sample rate=44100 kHz 

Test (1) 35.423 15.230 2 0.05 0.07 0.01 120 1.4 

Test (2) 36.070 15.370 

Test (3) 36.360 10.693 
Audio samples with sample resolution= 

16 bps and sample rate=44100 kHz 

Test (4) 39.148 10.900 2 0.05 0.07 0.02 120 1.4 

Test (5) 40.814 14.918 

Test (6) 36.025 9.9199 

 

 

The impact of the number of wavelets transforms passes (Npass) on PSNR and CR are presented in 

Figure 4, the results show that the increase of NPass causes a high compression ratio while makes a decrease in 

PSNR value. Table 5 shows the effect of changing the sample rate on CR and PSNR with the same default 

control parameters; also Figure 5 shows the effect of changing the sample rate on results. The results show 

that the sample rate of 44100 kHz gives better results in CR and fidelity. 

The impact of sampling resolution on the performance of the combined transform-based 

compression scheme shows in Figure 6. The results indicate that the significant impact of sampling resolution 

and more excellent compression results in the case of a 16-bit sampling resolution. In this set of tests, a 

conversion process from integer (16-bits) representation to byte representation is accomplished to get an 

audio (low-resolution) version. This conversion was implemented using a dynamic link library called 

"NAUDIO" belong to the C-sharp. The impacts of parameters Q0, Q1, 𝛼, threshold (thr), and block size (BS) 

on PSNR and CR are shown in Figure 7 (see in Appendix), it is evident that the increase of these parameters 

leads to increase the attainted compression ratio (CR) while decreasing the fidelity level (under the condition 

it is preserved to be above the acceptable level). 

 

 

  
 

Figure 4. The effect of the number of wavelets passes Npass 
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Table 5. The effect of change sample rate on CR and PSNR with the same control parameters on test3 
Sample Rate CR PSNR Npass Q0 Q1 𝛼 BS Thr 

11025 4.229851 33.68311 

2 0.01 0.05 0.01 120 1.4 22050 6.592916 35.53675 
44100 9.04161 38.04224 

 

 

  
 

Figure 5. The effect of sampling rate on the relation 

between PSNR and CR 

 

Figure 6. The effect of sampling resolution on the 

relation between PSNR and CR 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this study, compressive audio based on bi-orthogonal (tab 9/7), DCT transform, and LZW coding 

technique had been presented. The compressive audio system reduced the audio file size and avoided the 

need for much storage. The conducted test results indicated that the proposed system is promising and each 

control parameter that has significant effects on the system was analyzed from Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7. The 

following stimulated remarks are summarized: i) The proposed compression system using the LZW 

technique show acceptable the compressions ratio while preserving the audio quality as shown in Table 4, ii) 

The changing sample rates have an effect on CR and fidelity as shown in Table 5 and Figure 5; the sample 

rate 44100 kHz has better results in both compression and fidelity, iii) The increase of quantization steps 

leads to an increase in the attained compression ratio while decreasing the fidelity level as shown in Figure 7 

in test results, iv) RLE decreased the physical size of repeated consecutive values, v) The system can be 

improved in the future using audio fractal coding as a compression tool (instead of wavelet transform coding 

and DCT) in the compressive audio scheme. 
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Figure 7. The effect of (Q0), (Q1) and (𝛼), threshold and block size on the relation between PSNR and CR,  

(a) Q0, (b) Q1, (c) 𝛼, (d) thr, and (e) BS 
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Figure 7. The effect of (Q0), (Q1) and (𝛼), threshold and block size on the relation between PSNR and CR,  

(a) Q0, (b) Q1, (c) 𝛼, (d) thr, and (e) BS (continue) 
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